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What’s On This Week 
 
ADF | Combat Experience Day, Brisbane 
February 25, 2023  
Join the tough, resourceful and quick-thinking men and women responsible for protecting 
Australia and its interests, in an action-packed combat and security role. 
DFR Brisbane is giving you the opportunity to take part in their ADF Combat Experience Day. 
You’ll have the chance to test your abilities, apply your mental and physical strength and learn 
all about Combat and Security roles within the Australian Defence Force. 
Activities on the day include: 

• Participate in a physical personal training session 
• Weapon and vehicle displays 
• Static displays 
• Training drills 
• Mine lab / detection dogs 
• Network with current serving members 

Please note: to participate in the personal training session you must be 17 years or over. 
Find out more 
 
 
ADF | Navy Open Day, Brisbane 
February 26, 2023  
The Australian Navy offers a multitude of career opportunities in trades, hospitality, logistics, 
aviation, healthcare, engineering – and much more. 
Find out about serving, living and learning in the Navy by joining us at the HMAS Moreton Navy 
Open Day. Speak with current serving members about their own experiences and advice and 
discover how the Navy can shape your career. 
Find out more 
 

Important Future Events 

UNSW | Year 12 Medicine Information Evening 
March 14, 2023  
UNSW’s Medicine Information Evening, for current year 12 students, will provide insight into 
the dynamic blend of hands-on clinical experiences and research-focused learning that you will 
be immersed in as a UNSW Medicine student. You’ll also find out detailed information on the 

https://www.defencejobs.gov.au/events/events-detail/lb00b20
https://www.defencejobs.gov.au/events/events-detail/lb00b20
https://www.defencejobs.gov.au/events/events-detail/hwg46gr
https://www.defencejobs.gov.au/events/events-detail/hwg46gr
https://www.events.unsw.edu.au/event/year-12-medicine-information-evening-1
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application and admissions process for 2024 entry, including special entry schemes such as 
Rural, Gateway and Indigenous Entry Schemes. 
Find out more 
 

Scholarships 

The Top 5 Scholarships for High Achievers 
There are lots of scholarships out there to award high achievers. Whether you’ve studied hard 
and achieved excellent results, shown exceptional leadership skills, or worked hard to 
contribute to your community, you could benefit from a scholarship. 
  
Who can get a high achievers scholarship? 
While we generally think of academic performance (and this is certainly one of the criteria), 
“high achieving” can apply to many different areas, including leadership, community service, 
and musical or sporting ability. 
If you’re at the top of your game in a particular subject, skill, or field, you could be eligible. 
  
What’s special about these scholarships? 
Unlike regular scholarships, which generally award money, these scholarships for high achievers 
often come with lots of bonuses. This can include things like mentoring opportunities, travel 
opportunities, exclusive access to extra-curricular experiences, networking and professional 
connections, and more. 
  
Top 5 scholarships for high achievers 
Here are our picks for some of the top scholarships for high achievers. 
 
University of Melbourne Hansen Scholarship Program: not only will you receive a generous 
allowance during your studies, through the Hansen Scholarship Program you’ll receive free 
accommodation, guaranteed entry to a Master’s degree, access to a bespoke mentoring 
program, the opportunity to be part of a lifelong community of alumni, and more. 
 
ANU Tuckwell Scholarship Program: this scholarship from ANU awards financial support, 
guaranteed access to ANU-approved student accommodation, leadership development and 
enrichment opportunities, wellbeing and support options, as well as exclusive access to 
Scholars House (just to name a few benefits). 
 

https://www.events.unsw.edu.au/event/year-12-medicine-information-evening-1
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2023/02/15/the-top-5-scholarships-for-high-achievers/
https://study.unimelb.edu.au/study-with-us/hansen-scholarship-program
https://tuckwell.anu.edu.au/about/scholarship
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UNSW Co-op Program: as well as financial support, the UNSW Co-op program allows you to 
connect with a huge community of professionals, alumni, and other students, helping you to 
grow your professional connections and gain real work experience before finishing university. 
 
Curtin University John Curtin Scholarship Program: this scholarship will cover your HECS fees for 
your entire degree, as well as extra cash for spending. You’ll also get a one-off cash payment to 
contribute towards an international study experience, access to leadership opportunities, and 
be paired with a mentor throughout your degree. 
 
University of Newcastle Ma & Morley Scholarship Program: this generous scholarship provides 
up to $75,000 for your entire degree, access to a values-based leadership program, and the 
opportunity to undertake an immersion experience in China. 
  
These scholarships are just the tip of the iceberg – you can find tons more on our Scholarships 
Database here. 
 

Some scholarships you may be interested in: 
 
Rheem Apprentice Plumber Grants 
Open: February 13, 2023  
Closes: April 21, 2023  
Value: $3,000 AUD  

Apprenticeships and Traineeships 

Business Traineeship Spotlight 
With over 2.5 million businesses currently operating in Australia, there are always ample 
opportunities for a career in this growing industry. If you’d like a career that can take you nearly 
anywhere and offers lots of opportunity for advancement, you might like to consider working in 
business. And one of the best ways to get started is by completing a business traineeship. 
  
What is a career in business? 
Business is a huge industry that encompasses a wide variety of different jobs and roles. You 
might find yourself organising teams and hiring workers, doing up budgets and financial 
statements, answering phones and emails, selling products and services, and so much more. 
Common roles include administration, sales, finance, and management. With enough 
experience and a great idea, you might even like to start your own business one day. 
  

https://www.co-op.unsw.edu.au/
https://scholarships.curtin.edu.au/Scholarship/?id=5796
https://www.newcastle.edu.au/scholarships/ma-and-morley-scholarship-program/scholarships
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/scholarships/
https://www.rheem.com.au/rheem/help/offers-and-incentives/rheem-apprentice-plumber-grants
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2023/02/15/business-traineeship-spotlight/
https://www.asbfeo.gov.au/contribution-australian-business-numbers
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What skills do I need for a career in business? 
You’ll be working a lot with other people, so great communication skills are a must. Being 
organised and having strong time management skills are highly valued. A lot of your work will 
probably be done on computers, so having tech skills is generally also desired. 
  
Why should I consider a business traineeship? 
A business traineeship is a great way to get your foot in the door with a company and start 
building valuable skills. There are often lots of opportunities to continue working after your 
traineeship is complete, and even advance your career down the track. 
Traineeships are a great way to gain both practical on-the-job skills and theoretical knowledge 
at the same time. They combine VET study alongside paid work experience in a real business, so 
you get the best of both worlds. 
A business traineeship will see you doing real work for an employer while completing study 
with a TAFE or RTO. A business traineeship usually takes around 1-2 years to complete, 
depending on whether you work and study full- or part-time. 
There are tons of benefits to a traineeship, rather than just work or study alone, including: 

• Getting paid while you learn – unlike uni, you can work and study without having to take 
on an insane work load. 

• The opportunity to get hands-on experience, not just endless reading. 
• The potential to connect with an employer and continue working with them after your 

traineeship is finished. 
• Your qualification will be nationally recognised, meaning you can go anywhere with it. 

  
Where can I find traineeship opportunities? 
Just like searching for a job, there are lots of places you can go to find a traineeship. You can 
start your search on sites like SEEK and Indeed. Take a look on social media like Facebook or 
LinkedIn to see if any local businesses are hiring. Sign up with an Apprenticeship Network 
Provider or Group Training Organisation, or even go old fashioned and take a look in the local 
paper or give local businesses a call. 
Here are some examples of the kinds of opportunities available: 

• Business Traineeship, Fortitude Valley QLD 
• Business Administration Traineeship, Newcastle NSW 
• Financial Support Specialist, VIC 
• Business Administration Traineeship, Perth WA 

 

http://seek.com.au/
https://au.indeed.com/
https://www.aapathways.com.au/job-hunting/service-provider-search?tab-test1=0
https://www.aapathways.com.au/job-hunting/service-provider-search?tab-test1=0
https://www.seek.com.au/job/60410553
https://novaskill.com.au/job/business-administration-traineeship-multiple-positions-newcastle/
https://aflsportsready.com.au/jobs-board/support-specialist/
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/3482211947/
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Getting Ready for Work 

Example responses to job application questions 
You might have already thought about doing mock interviews to practise answering the 
questions. It is after all a crucial stage of any job application process. 
But before you get an interview, you might be required to complete some short-answer 
questions on the application forms. 
Common questions could include: “tell us why you want to work here”, “why should we hire 
you?” or “what makes you unique from other candidates?”. 
 
Tips for answering application form questions 

• Don’t just answer the question reflexively; give some thought to what the employer is 
trying to find out by asking. 

• Use the job description and your research on the company to help you answer with 
relevant information. 

• Use the STAR technique, or the “show don’t tell” approach, to answer where possible. 
Provide examples not just statements. 

• Write original answers, don’t copy and paste from resumes or cover letters. 
• Avoid plain YES or NO answers. 
• Don’t leave fields empty. 

 
Common questions you might be asked 
Here are a few example questions and answers to help you out if you’re struggling with writer’s 
block.  
You can also google specific questions, but don’t copy the answers – just use them as 
inspiration. 
  
Why do you want to work here? 
Employers want to know if you’ve given serious consideration to your application. You need to 
show that you’ve done your research and understand exactly what the job entails. 
“Your company stood out when I was researching the leading IT Solutions companies. I am 
aware of your dedication to the development of innovative consumer products, and I believe 
that this role would be the perfect fit considering my strong IT background.” 
  
Why do you think you are suitable for this role? 
Explain how your skills, knowledge and experience match the job outline, while also explaining 
your motivation and goals. 

https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2023/02/17/example-responses-to-job-application-questions/
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“I have always wanted to work as graphic designer that embraces change and provides great 
user experience. My studies have helped me to develop key artistic and organisational skills, 
while the experience that I gained from working on the school magazine has been the ideal 
preparation for a job in this field. I would relish the opportunity to be part of the team that 
works on your upcoming projects to learn more about the processes involved.” 
 
Can you briefly outline your relevant skills and experience? 
Even if you haven’t got any direct experience, yet, you can still highlight any transferable skills 
that relate to the role. Turn your answer into a positive one by making it clear that you want 
the job in order to gain experience in the area. 
“Although I haven’t had the opportunity to get work experience in a marketing company yet, I 
have already created high level concepts that have been used by the organisation where I 
volunteer, I was the copywriter on a number of marketing campaigns through the school 
magazine and have generated interest in my work through my website, which I designed 
myself.” 
 
Can you give us an example of how you made a positive contribution to a team and what the 
outcome was? 
Talk about a time that you were recently expected to achieve a goal in a team setting. Discuss 
how you went above and beyond to ensure that your contribution made a difference. 
“I was elected as Captain by my soccer team and committed to winning a few games this 
season. Along with the coach I implemented a reward system and encouraged everyone to 
attend extra training systems and organised some workshops with other professionals.” 
 
 
Tell us about your strengths 
Identify two or three of what you’d consider to be your best attributes, what do you often get 
good feedback for? For example, communication, teamwork, efficiency, work ethic, reliability, 
etc. Make sure you mention how they’d be an asset to the job you’re applying for. 
  
What are your weaknesses? 
You don’t want to undersell yourself or turn off employers, but you also don’t want to say 
nothing. This is an opportunity to show your self-awareness. Follow up with how you’d like 
some professional development in that area and mention how you’ve already been working 
towards it – a specific goal that you’re working towards perhaps? 
For example, if you’re a bit shy, you could talk about ways that you’re taking on public speaking 
roles and putting yourself forward for leadership or performing roles at school to. 
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We all have to start somewhere 
You don’t have to wait until you’re applying for a job to start practising how to answer 
application questions. 
You could go online and find jobs similar to the ones you think you’d like to apply for, then go 
to the application page and copy the questions. 
Write your answers and ask somebody else to read them and suggest ways you could improve. 
If you’d like more tips, you might like to read the Getting a Job Guide. 
 

Work Experience 

What You Need to Know Before You Can Start Work Experience 
The prospect of starting work experience can be really exciting. It’s a chance to finally get a 
taste of what your dream career might involve. But before you rush off and start looking for 
placements, there are a few things you should check off your list first. 
 
Are you eligible? 
As a general rule, to do work experience you’ll need to be of working age in your state or 
territory (this is usually around 13 years). Some specific programs might have strict age 
requirements – for example, the work experience program at Taronga Zoo is only open to 
students in Years 10-12. 
If you find a program or employer you like, make sure you read all the information carefully or 
get in contact with them to make sure you’re eligible before you apply. 
 
 
Insurance and risk assessment 
If you’re organising a placement through your school, they will most likely take care of 
insurance for you. However, if it’s something you’re doing independently, you might need to be 
covered by the employer instead – or in some cases organise your own insurance. Note that 
some employers may not want to take on work experience students if they aren’t covered. This 
is particularly the case in industries that may be considered “high risk”, such as construction, 
healthcare, and manufacturing. 
If necessary, find out what kind of safety measures you’ll need to take while on your placement. 
This is also something that your employer should cover with you, either before starting or on 
your first day. Your employer is also responsible for providing any required personal protective 
equipment (PPE). 
  
Know your rights and responsibilities 

https://studyworkgrow.com.au/bookshop/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2023/02/15/what-you-need-to-know-before-you-can-start-work-experience/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2022/04/01/when-can-i-start-work/
https://taronga.org.au/get-involved/school-work-experience/sydney
https://www.jobjumpstart.gov.au/article/stay-safe-work-experience
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/safety-topic/managing-health-and-safety/personal-protective-equipment-ppe/whs-duties
https://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/safety-topic/managing-health-and-safety/personal-protective-equipment-ppe/whs-duties
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Because you won’t be getting paid, there are certain tasks that you shouldn’t be expected to do 
by your employer. Most work experience placements will involve work shadowing and 
observation, and participation in activities that are for your own learning and benefit (not the 
employer’s). It’s important to know your rights so you can act if you feel that something is 
wrong. 
On the other hand, it’s also very important to know what’s expected of you during your 
placement. You have a responsibility to show up on time, be respectful and enthusiastic, and 
actively participate in your placement – not just for the sake of your employer, but so you get 
the most out of the experience too. 
  
Starting work experience 
Once you’ve done the above, and you’ve found the perfect placement, the only thing left to do 
is get started! 
If you’re still looking for ideas, you might like to check out our Work Experience Database here. 
 

Competitions 
 
How to Spot a Valid Competition from a Marketing Ploy in Disguise 
There are so many competitions out there, it can be difficult to know which ones are the best to 
enter. Most importantly, you want to make sure you’re putting in effort for a good reason, and 
not just unwittingly sharing your data and hard work with someone who might exploit it. 
If you’re searching for competitions online, here are some tips to make sure they’re legitimate 
and safe to enter. 
 
See who’s running it 
Take a look at the company or organisation behind the competition. If it’s someone you’ve 
never heard of, read through their website to find out who they are, what they do, and where 
they’re based. 
For example, the Tax, Super + You competition is run by the ATO – so it’s pretty safe to say this 
is a valid competition to enter. 
  
Read the terms and conditions 
Any reputable competition should have a list of terms and conditions that you can read before 
submitting an entry. We know they’re long and boring, but they can contain some really 
important information, including things like who can access any personal information you 
share. 

https://www.fairwork.gov.au/starting-employment/unpaid-work/work-experience-and-internships
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/work-experience/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2023/02/16/how-to-spot-a-valid-competition-from-a-marketing-ploy-in-disguise/
https://taxsuperandyou.gov.au/competition
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Read the terms and conditions carefully and see if there’s anything that seems iffy or makes 
you unsure. 
  
Check what they want from you 
You’ll probably need to provide some identifying information to enter a competition – basic 
things like your name, and maybe what year you’re in at school and what state you’re from. But 
be wary if they’re asking for a lot of info, particularly things like payment information. 
While a small entry fee can be normal, if they’re asking for exorbitant amounts of money to 
enter, this could be a red flag. And you should never have to pay extra to receive your prize if 
you win. 
  
If you’re still unsure, ask 
If you’ve done all of the above and you’re still on the fence, you can always ask someone else 
for help. Get a trusted friend, teacher, or parent to take a look and see what they think. Do a 
Google search of the competition or company and see if there are any reviews or warnings out 
there – a little bit of extra research might go a long way. 
  
Keen to enter a competition? We’ve got lots of opportunities on our (fully researched!) 
Competitions Database here. 
 
Australian Geography Competition 2023 
The Australian Geography Competition is a contest for Australian secondary school students, 
assessing their geographical knowledge and skills. The Competition aims to encourage student 
interest in geography and to reward student excellence. 
The Competition is open to students in all Years of secondary school. In 2023, the Competition 
will be held online within schools, from Wednesday 10 May to Wednesday 24 May. The 
Competition consists of mainly multiple-choice questions testing geographical knowledge and 
skills. 
The deadline to enter is Friday 17 March. 
Find out more and enter here: https://www.geographycompetition.org.au/ 
 
What Matters? Competition 
Inspired by Gough Whitlam’s commitment to involving young people in shaping Australia’s 
future, the What Matters? writing competition is currently open to school students in years 5 to 
12 from Australia. Responding to the simple question ‘what matters?’, entrants are free to 
express their views on any matter they care about. 
Part writing exercise, part civics and citizenship activity, What Matters? is the perfect 
opportunity to empower students to raise their voices on issues that are important to them and 

https://studyworkgrow.com.au/competitions/
https://geographycompetition.org.au/
https://www.geographycompetition.org.au/
https://www.whitlam.org/what-matters
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know that their perspectives are valuable, no matter their age, background or viewpoint. 
Entries can be fiction, non-fiction, poetry or prose of up to 600 words, and submitted online. 
Entries close on Friday, 5 May 2023.  
Find out more and enter here: https://www.whitlam.org/what-matters 
 

Resources 

How to Ask Your Teachers for Help if You’re Falling Behind 
Falling behind in class or feeling like you’re not understanding something can be upsetting, and 
sometimes overwhelming. And the thought of needing to ask your teachers for help can be 
even more stressful on top of that. 
But don’t fear – your teachers are there to help you out. You shouldn’t feel guilty about asking 
for help, but there are some things you can do to make sure you get the most out of it. 
Here’s what to do and how to ask your teachers for help. 
 
Be specific 
Instead of just giving up and saying “this subject is too hard” or “I just don’t get it”, it’s much 
more constructive (for both you and your teacher) if you can pinpoint the areas you need help 
with the most. 
Take a look back at your work and try to find the specifics on what you’re struggling with. For 
example, you might be able to remember a mathematical formula off by heart, but struggle 
when it comes to complex problem solving. Maybe you have a great idea for a short story, but 
can’t quite get the grammar right. 
If you have examples of things you didn’t get right on tests or assignments, bring those in so 
you can ask what went wrong. 
Be proactive 
To get the most out of the help from your teacher, it’s best to ask as soon as you realise you’re 
struggling – leaving it until you’ve gotten a bad mark on your assignment isn’t a great idea. 
The more time you have to work through an issue, the more likely it is you’ll be able to sort it 
out, instead of adding extra pressure on already stressful deadlines and due dates. 
  
Be respectful 
Generally in life, people will be more receptive to helping you if you treat them with kindness 
and respect. Try and approach your teacher at an appropriate time (i.e. not while they’re 
rushing between classes) and be polite. 

https://www.whitlam.org/what-matters
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2023/02/16/how-to-ask-your-teachers-for-help-if-youre-falling-behind/
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If your teacher has marked you down or given you a bad grade for reasons you don’t agree 
with, approach the situation with a cool head. Being upset and arguing about it is unlikely to 
change the outcome – asking questions and taking feedback is much more helpful. 
 
Be flexible 
If you’re unable to ask your teachers for help, there are other people you might be able to 
approach instead. This could be a good friend, a sibling, a parent, or even help from an external 
tutor. Just remember our second point – the earlier you ask the better! 
  
Want some more study tips? Take a look on our website. 
 
ATAR Calculators – What Are They? 
If you’re in Year 12, there’s usually one big thing on your mind: what will my ATAR be? Most 
universities and other institutions take applications well before exams are over and you receive 
your official ATAR. So how can you know whether you’re on the right track? 
This is what ATAR calculators are for. They take the results of any assessment you’ve done so 
far and use this information to estimate what your final ATAR might be. It’s an easy way of 
seeing whether you’re on track to get the ATAR you need for your course or future pathway. 
  
Are the results from ATAR calculators accurate? 
Most of the ATAR calculators out there use data gathered from previous years to give you an 
idea of where you might fall on the scale. 
Because assessment results and scaling change from year to year, it’s important to remember 
that the predicted ATAR you’re given from a calculator most likely won’t be the same as your 
actual final ATAR. However, they’re still good to get a general idea of what to expect. 
It also depends on the calculator you use. We put the same subjects and same scores into four 
different calculators, and they all came out with slightly different results: 
 

Calculator 95 Score 90 Score 80 Score 70 Score 65 Score 
ATAR Notes HSC 99.35 95.35 80.15 63.45 57.20 
HSC Ninja 99.65 96.05 80.55 62.75 55.25 
Matrix 99.55 95.40 80.85 64.10 57.00 
UAC ATAR Compass 99.55 95.55 80.35 63.65 56.50 

Subjects used: English Advanced, Mathematics Advanced, Biology, Physics, Drama, Ancient History. 
 
They might not seem like huge differences, but particularly if your results are lower, there is a 
larger gap between estimates using different calculators. 
  

https://studyworkgrow.com.au/grow/study-tips/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2023/02/14/atar-calculators/
https://hsc.atarcalc.com/
https://www.hscninja.com/atar-calculator
https://www.matrix.edu.au/atar-calculator/
https://www.uac.edu.au/atar-compass/
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What else are they useful for? 
ATAR calculators can also be handy to see how different subjects scale. We used the same 
results and subjects as above, but this time with only Standard English and Mathematics, to see 
how the estimated ATAR would change: 
 

Calculator 95 Score 90 Score 80 Score 70 Score 65 Score 
ATAR Notes HSC 99.20 95.15 79.40 59.70 50.95 
HSC Ninja 99.60 95.65 79.50 59.30 49.00 
Matrix 99.50 95.30 80.15 59.65 50.30 
UAC ATAR Compass 99.55 95.25 79.55 59.80 50.50 

 
By using the calculator, you get a good visualisation of how taking subjects that scale higher can 
raise your ATAR. 
 
Where can I find one? 
Here are some ATAR calculators we’ve found that you might want to take a look at: 

• UAC’s ATAR Compass (HSC) 
• Zen Tutes ATAR Calculator (QCE) 
• Deakin University ATAR Calculator (VCE) 
• There are a heap more you can check out here. 

Important: Study Work Grow doesn’t endorse any particular calculator, and keep in mind that 
the result you get might not be accurate and shouldn’t be exclusively relied on. 
  
A final note 
Remember that your ATAR isn’t everything! If your ATAR isn’t quite enough to get into your 
dream course, this doesn’t mean you have to give up. There are lots of Alternative Pathways 
you can take to reach your goals. 
You might even like to consider a pathway that doesn’t require an ATAR, like studying a VET 
course, doing an apprenticeship or traineeship, or even jumping into a job. 
 
University Spotlight – University of Melbourne 
Learn more about what it’s like to study at the University of Melbourne in our latest university 
spotlight. 
  
Campuses & Access 
The University of Melbourne’s main campus is located in Parkville, in the heart of Melbourne 
city. It’s easy to access the campus via public transport, and there are carparks for those who 

https://hsc.atarcalc.com/
https://www.hscninja.com/atar-calculator
https://www.matrix.edu.au/atar-calculator/
https://www.uac.edu.au/atar-compass/
https://www.uac.edu.au/atar-compass/
https://zentutes.com/atar-calculator-qce/
https://atar-calculator.deakin.edu.au/
https://www.crunchgrade.com/au/atar/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/alternative-pathways/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/further-learning/apply-for-tafe/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/further-learning/apply-for-tafe/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/further-learning/apprenticeships-traineeships/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/careers/
https://studyworkgrow.com.au/2023/02/09/university-spotlight-university-of-melbourne/
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need to drive to campus. There are other smaller campuses located across Melbourne and 
regional Victoria. 
The Parkville campus is quite large, but is all located on flat ground and is fairly easy to 
navigate. It takes around 15 minutes to walk from one end of the campus to the other. 
Most of the buildings at the Parkville campus are easily accessible, and all major buildings are 
accessible by wheelchair. However, given the age of certain buildings, some do not have lifts to 
upper floors. 
  
Online Learning 
The University of Melbourne’s online course offerings are all at a postgraduate or 
microcredential level, and they don’t offer a blended option for undergraduate courses either. 
If you’re looking to study at an undergraduate level at the University of Melbourne, you’ll 
probably need to study on-campus. 
 
Study Options 
The University of Melbourne offer undergraduate courses in most standard study areas, with 
the notable exception of their teaching degrees all being postgraduate only. While they don’t 
have a undergraduate medical program, you can apply for guaranteed entry to the Doctor of 
Medicine through the Melbourne Chancellor’s Scholarship. 
Though the University of Melbourne doesn’t offer double degrees, you do have the option to 
study a Diploma alongside your undergraduate degree. 
The academic year is split across two semesters, running roughly from late-February mid-
November, with a month-long break between semesters. Each semester also includes a week of 
non-teaching. A short optional Summer semester is also offered from early-January to late-
February. No classes are run over the Christmas and New Year period. You can view the 
academic calendar for the year here. 
The course structure of most courses at the University of Melbourne is quite rigid, with subjects 
needing to be taken in a set order. You can find out more about specific courses and subjects in 
the course handbook here. 
  
Accommodation & Living 
The University of Melbourne currently offer 4 university-owned accommodation options, all 
located either on campus or just a short walk away. Two of the options are currently for 
graduate students only. There are also 11 residential colleges located on or close to campus. 
Current and commencing full-time undergraduate students automatically qualify for a 
guaranteed offer of accommodation. Recipients of the Hansen Scholarship will also receive free 
accommodation at Little Hall. 

https://study.unimelb.edu.au/find/courses/undergraduate/melbourne-chancellors-scholarship/
https://students.unimelb.edu.au/your-course/manage-your-course/key-dates
https://handbook.unimelb.edu.au/search
https://study.unimelb.edu.au/study-with-us/hansen-scholarship-program
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Sizes vary from studio to multi-bedroom options. 2023 prices vary between $350 to $750 per 
person per week, depending on size and location. The fees for all accommodation options 
include all utility bills – electricity, water, and internet (Wi-Fi). All accommodation options are 
self-catered. Many options include additional facilities, such as gyms, communal areas, sporting 
facilities, and more. 
Contracts are offered on both 6- and 12-month terms. Students must reapply for 
accommodation at the end of their contract. 
You can see all accommodation options and application processes here. 
Living off campus in Melbourne can get quite expensive (the current median rental price for an 
apartment in Parkville is $420 per week), and rental options are generally highly competitive. 
More affordable options further away can mean a very long travel time to and from campus. 
 
Campus & Teaching Facilities 
There is a large variety of cafés and eateries both on the Parkville campus and right nearby. 
Other facilities include a bank, pharmacy, sporting facilities, and several museums and galleries. 
The Parkville campus has several well-equipped libraries based on different subject areas. 
The Parkville campus has several specialist teaching buildings and facilities, and the Werribee 
campus is renowned for its world-class veterinary training facilities. 
 
Student Support 
The University of Melbourne offer a variety of student support services, ranging from academic 
support, equity and disability support, specialised support for Indigenous students, and health 
and wellbeing services. 
All of this information is easy to find and access on their website here. 
 
 
 
Industry Partnerships 
The University of Melbourne offers Work Integrated Learning (WIL) and internship options for 
their undergraduate arts, health, science and commerce degrees, allowing students to get real 
world experience while they study. Current students can also apply for an internship with the 
university. 
They also run Melbourne Connect, a purpose-built precinct designed to bring together industry, 
government, researchers, staff, and students to share ideas and collaborate. 
  
Information Accessibility 

https://study.unimelb.edu.au/accommodation
https://www.realestate.com.au/vic/parkville-3052/
https://students.unimelb.edu.au/student-support
https://arts.unimelb.edu.au/students/wil
https://mdhs.unimelb.edu.au/study/current-students/placements
https://science.unimelb.edu.au/study/internship-subjects
https://fbe.unimelb.edu.au/bcom/career/apply-your-learning/internship
https://students.unimelb.edu.au/careers/find-a-job/working-on-campus/students@work-internship-program
https://melbconnect.com.au/
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The University of Melbourne’s website is modern, uncluttered and relatively easy to navigate. It 
has a handy search function, and essential information about courses, scholarships, and 
support options are easy to find. 
  
Tours & Information Sessions 
You can take a virtual tour of the Parkville campus here. They also run guided in-person tours 
on Tuesdays and Fridays for prospective students at the Parkville campus. 
The University of Melbourne run both online and on campus information events for future 
students sporadically throughout the year. You can view the upcoming calendar of events here. 
 
Next Steps 
If you’re interested in study at the University of Melbourne and want to find out more 
information, the best way to do this is to contact them, either by phone on 13 MELB (13 6352), 
or by submitting an enquiry online. 
The University of Melbourne also run one Open Day a year, currently scheduled for August. 
 

Workplace Spotlight 

The Careers Clusters in a school 
We spend a large part of our lives in schools as students – but have you thought about what it 
might be like on the other side to work at a school? 
Schools exist to educate young people, but they need more than just teachers to function. 
There are lots of people who work hard behind the scenes, writing curriculum, coming up with 
new subject content, managing timetables and enrolments, liaising with parents, and keeping 
track of finances. 
Here are some common things you can expect to find at all schools: 

1. Working with others – there are very few times you’ll find yourself working alone in a 
school, whether you’re teaching students or collaborating with your co-workers in the 
office. 

2. Lots of change – schools are dynamic environments, and you’ll likely have to wear 
several hats no matter what your role is. 

3. A high energy environment – there are always lots of things happening and plenty of 
work to be done. 

  
Key Outcome – educate and inspire students 

https://study.unimelb.edu.au/your-experience/virtual-tour
https://www.unimelb.edu.au/campustour/guided-campus-tours
https://study.unimelb.edu.au/student-life/events
https://forms.your.unimelb.edu.au/4746909
https://thecareerclusters.com/workplace-spotlight/the-career-clusters-in-a-school/
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The main focus of schools is to provide quality education for young people and prepare them 
for the world of work. They also provide a place for young people to make friends and grow 
emotionally. 
  
Key Tasks –  

• Teach, guide, and supervise students 
• Write curriculum and assessment 
• Manage enrolments and timetables 
• Develop new ways of teaching and learning 

 
Industry – you can find schools in the education industry 
Schools are exclusively found in the education industry. There are lots of different kinds of 
schools, including public, private, religious, independent, and even distance schools. They also 
have a lot in common with other education institutions, like universities and vocational training 
institutes. 
  
Work Environment – you can expect regular hours and on-site work 
Regular work hours  |  Work on-site |  Jobs in all locations, including metro, regional, and 
rural  |  Strong job growth 
 
Schools are usually open over the same set hours each day, and only during weekdays. Term 
dates and holidays are fixed each year, so you will know exactly when you need to come in to 
work. However, some workers (particularly teachers) may need to do work outside these 
regular hours. 
For most people in schools, work either must be done on-site, or is easier to do on-site. 
There are schools all across the country, from big cities to rural towns. While there are lots of 
opportunities in metropolitan areas, sometimes regional and rural schools struggle to fill vacant 
roles, so you might find it less competitive to find work in these areas. 
  
The Career Clusters you’ll find in a school 
People from all Clusters are needed for a school to run effectively, but the most common 
Clusters you’ll find are Informers, Coordinators and Linkers. 
  
What do Makers do in a school? 
The Makers are the people responsible for maintaining the safety and cleanliness of a school, 
from mopping floors to repairing broken equipment. With the integration of technology in 
classrooms, they’re also essential for installing IT systems and keeping them running smoothly. 

• Maintenance Workers 
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• Cleaners 
• IT/Systems Analysts 

  
The role of a Linker in a school 
The Linkers in schools are responsible for processing student enrolments, as well as keeping 
parents and the public informed about the things happening at the school. They can also work 
in reception, answering phone calls and managing appointments. 

• Enrolment Officers 
• Public Relations 
• Receptionists 

 
Where you’ll find Coordinators in a school 
Coordinators are the people who tend to work behind the scenes in schools. They’re 
responsible for things like organising timetables and assigning students and teachers to classes, 
managing budgets and funding, and delegating tasks and responsibilities amongst teams. 

• Principals 
• Accounts Managers 
• Office Administrators 

 
How do Informers work in a school? 
The main Informers in schools are the teachers, whose role is to educate and guide students of 
all ages in many different subjects. They can also work as Librarians, helping students to find 
the information they need, and as Careers Advisors, providing guidance on options after 
finishing school. 

• Teachers 
• Librarians 
• Careers Advisors 

 
What types of Innovators work in a school?  
The Innovators in schools are the people writing curriculum and assessment, and developing 
new programs and subjects. They might also write textbooks and resources used by teachers to 
deliver subjects to students, or develop software that can be used for educational purposes. 

• Curriculum Writers 
• Textbook Authors 
• Program Developers 

  
Where you’ll find Guardians in a school 
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Guardians in schools are tasked with looking after students outside of school hours, or treating 
minor injuries and illnesses. They might also provide support to teachers and assist students 
who have special needs. 

• After School Care Workers 
• Learning Support Officers 
• School Medics 

  
How do we expect working in a school to change in the future? 
COVID created huge disruptions for schooling, with nearly every school across the country 
needing to shift to online learning. This experience provided many schools with the knowledge 
and flexibility to deliver classes and content remotely, which is becoming more and more 
common as the technology improves. 
Recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) have also caused some concern amongst 
educators – but they also prove to be an opportunity to enhance the way students learn. It is 
likely that schools will need to adapt to AI becoming more accessible, and change the way they 
deliver content and assess students. 
It is unlikely that we will see schools go completely digital anytime in the foreseeable future. 
They still provide a valuable space for students to interact and socialise face-to-face, and having 
direct contact with teachers is important for learning 
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